Healey Foundation Primary School
Y5 - Curriculum Newsletter - Spring Term 2022
Happy New Year! Here are our topics for this term.
Literacy
We will be producing a range of writing this term based on the short film —’Alma.’ The
children will receive a spelling list each Monday with a wordsearch to complete. They will
be tested on the words the following Monday. The words often follow a spelling pattern
which should assist with the learning of them. Pupils need to continue to read regularly at
home and remember their record book each day. A few minutes each night will make all
the difference to their overall reading development, not to mention the improvement to
their writing. We will be focusing on handwriting this term as it is a requirement for pupils
to be fluently joining their handwriting by the end of KS2.
Numeracy
We will be focusing on multiplication and division to start with followed by fractions,
decimals and % later in the term. Mrs Robinson will continue to work on shape and space
in her Wednesday Maths lessons.

PE P E w ill continue be on Thursdays and Fridays for this term . The children w ill
need their PE kit on both these days. A white t-shirt, black shorts/ joggers and trainers are
essential.
History
We will be studying the 2nd World War this term.
Science The children will be studying Earth and Space with Mrs Robinson.
Other Information

Your child has a selection of passwords in the front of their reading record book.
1.

Seesaw- work will be assigned in the event of your child isolating.

2.

Purple Mash- work will be assigned in the event of your child isolating.

3.

Mathletics—a number of tasks will be assigned regularly in line with the Year 5
curriculum.

4.

Rising Stars—Ebooks and comprehension quizzes are assigned for your child to work
on should school be closed or if they need to isolate.

5.

Discovery Education— Coding tasks set if they would like to develop their ICT skills.

